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Abstract. In many contexts today, documents are available in a number of ver-
sions. In addition toexplicit knowledgethat can be queried/searched in docu-
ments, these documents also containimplicit knowledgethat can be found by text
mining. In this paper we will study association rule mining of temporal document
collections, and extend previous work within the area by 1) performing mining
based onsemanticsas well as 2) studying the impact of appropriate techniques
for ranking of rules.

1 Introduction

In many contexts today, documents are available in a number of versions. Examples
include web newspapers and health records, where a number oftimestamped document
versions are available. In addition toexplicit knowledgethat can be queried/searched
in documents, these documents also containimplicit knowledge.One category is inter-
document knowledge that can be found by conventional text-mining techniques. How-
ever, with many versions available there is also the possibility of finding inter-version
knowledge. An example of an application is given in the figure below, where a number
of document versions are available, and where the aim is to find and/or verify temporal
patterns:

UK
Bush
Paris
world
weather

dance
Iraq
dog
Trondheim

UK
Bush
Paris
finances
buy

Iraq
ISMIS
university
travel

UK
USA
Enron
money

Time

Temporal pattern (UK Bush)   (Iraq)  ?

dance
Iraq
dog
Trondheim

In the example above, one possible temporal rule is the terms1 UK andBushappear-
ing in one version means a high probability ofIraq to appear in one of the following
versions.

How to mine association rules in temporal document collection has been previously
described in [16]. In the previous work, the rule mining was performed onwordsex-
tracted from the documents, and ranking of rules (in order tofind the most interesting
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ones) was based on traditional measures like support and confidence. However, based
on the results it was evident that using simple words did not give satisfactory results,
and that more appropriate measures were needed for rule ranking.

In this paper we extend the previous work by performing the temporal mining
based onsemanticsas well as studying the impact of other techniques for ranking
of rules. Thus themain contributionsof this paper are 1) presenting the appropriate
pre-processing for use of semantics in temporal rule mining, 2) studying the impact of
additional techniques for ranking of rules, and 3) presenting some preliminary results
from mining a web newspaper.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give an
overview of related work. In Section 3 we outline the assumeddata model, rule mining
process, and provide an introduction to our Temporal Text Mining (TTM) Testbench
tool. In Section 4 we describe how to perform semantic-basedpre-processing. In Sec-
tion 5 we describe techniques that can increase quality of rule selection by considering
semantic similarity. In Section 6 we describe experiments and results. Finally, in Sec-
tion 7, we conclude the paper and outline issues for further work.

2 Related Work

Introduction todata mining in generalcan be found in many good text books, for ex-
ample [4]. The largest amount of work intext mininghave been in the areas of catego-
rization, classification and clustering of documents, we refer to [3] for an overview of
these area. Algorithms for mining association rules between words in text databases (if
particular terms occur in a document, there is a high probability that certain other terms
will occur in the same document) was presented by Holt and Chung in [6]. In their
work, each document is viewed like a transaction, and each word being an item in the
transaction. In [5] a more thorough overview of previous research in rule mining of text
collections is given, with particular emphasis on the case when additional background
information is available.

Much research has been performed on aspects related to temporal data mining, and
a very good survey of temporal knowledge discovery paradigms and methods is given
by Roddick and Spiliopoulou [17]. As will be described in more detail in the rest of
the paper, of particular interest in the context of our work is research in intertransaction
association rules. The first algorithms for finding intertransaction rules described in the
literature, E-Apriori and EH-Apriori[13], are based on theApriori algorithm. These are
extensions of the Apriori algorithm, where EH-Apriori alsoincludes hashing. A further
development of intertransaction rules is the FITI algorithm [20], which is specifically
designed for efficient mining intertransaction rules.

A general problem in mining association rules is the selection of interesting asso-
ciation rules within the overall, and possibly huge set of extracted rules. Some work in
this are exist, either based on statistical methods [18] or by considering the selection of
association rules as a classification task [8].

Related to our work is trend analysis in text databases, werethe aim is to discover
increasing/decreasing popularity of a set of terms [11, 15]. A variant of temporal asso-
ciation rule mining is taking into account the exhibition periods of items [10].



3 Preliminaries

In this section we outline the underlying data model for our work, the rule mining
process, and a description of the TTM Testbench tool.

3.1 Data Model

We will now outline the data model for temporal documents we use as context for
our research. Note thatdocumentDi is here used as a generic term, specific types of
documents include web pages as well as document formats likeMS Word and Adobe
PDF. For these document types pre-processing will be employed in order to filter out
the actual text from formatting information etc.

The document collectionCi on which we perform the rule mining are assumed to
be (or can be converted to) an ordered list of documentsC = [D1...Dn]. A document
in this context can be the one and only version of a document, or it can be a particular
version of a document. Each document is timestamped with thetime of creation, and
is essentially a tuple containing a timestampT and an ordered list of words, i.e.,D =
(T, [w1, ..., wk]). A word wi is an element in the vocabulary setV , i.e.,wi ∈ V . There
can be more than one occurrence of a particular word in a document version, i.e., it is
possible thatwi = wj .

3.2 Rule Mining Process

Mining association rules from a text collections can be described as a 3-step process
consisting of 1) pre-processing, 2) the actual mining and 3)post-processing. In the
pre-processing phase the documents are converted from external documents into some
common representation, words are extracted (tokenization), and then various operations
might be performed on the text aiming at increasing the quality of the results or reducing
the running time of the mining process. Then the actual mining is performed, resulting
in a number of association rules. The number of rules can be very high, and in the post-
processing phase the system tries to determine which rules are most interesting, based
on some measure. We will now describe the steps as performed in the previous word-
centric approach. In Section 4 we will describe how to improve by using semantics.

Pre-ProcessingIn word-centric pre-processing the text of the documents isfiltered and
refined. In general the processing time increases with both number of words and size
of vocabulary, so the aim of the pre-processing is to reduce both without significantly
reducing the quality of the results.

The goal of text filtering is to remove words that can be assumed to not contribute
to the generation of meaningful rules. One simple techniqueis stop-word removal, in
which words occurring in a separate user-maintained stop-word list are removed from
the text. In addition, words that are very frequently occurring can be removed.

In order to reduce the vocabulary size as well as increasing quality of the contribut-
ing terms, stemming can be performed. By employing stemming, a number of related
words will be transformed into a common form (similar to the stem of the words).



Finally, term selection can be performed in order to reduce the number of terms.
In this process, a subset of thek terms most important words in each document are
selected. One such technique we have employed is using thek highest ranked terms
based on the TF-IDF (term-frequency/inverse document frequency) weight of each. It
should be noted that there is a danger of filtering out terms that could contribute to
interesting rules when only a subset of the terms are used, sothe value ofk will be a
tradeoff between quality and processing speed.

Rule Mining Techniques for temporal rule mining can be classified into a number of
categories [4]. As described in [16] the most appropriate inthe context of temporal rule
mining isintertransaction association rules.Using an appropriate algorithm for finding
intertransaction association rules, we can find rules on theform “car at time 0 andhotel
at time 1 impliesleasingat time 4”. As can be seen, these algorithms produce rules with
items from different transactions given by a timestamp. In order to find intertransaction
association rules, we employ a variant of the FITI algorithm[20].

Rule Post-ProcessingFrom the potentially high number of rules created during the
rule mining, a very important and challenging problem is to find those that areinterest-
ing. Traditionally, measures likesupportandconfidencehave been used. Unfortunately,
these measures have been shown to be less useful in text mining. One particular aspect
of rule mining in text is that a high support often means the rule is too obvious and
thus less interesting. These rules are often a result of frequently occurring terms and
can partly be removed by specifying the appropriate stop words. However, many will
remain, and these can to a certain extent be removed by specifying a maximum support
on the rules, i.e., the only resulting rules are those above acertain minimum support
and less than a certain maximum support. In section 5 we will describe two approaches
more suitable in our context.

3.3 The Temporal Text Mining Testbench

In order to help discovering inter-version knowledge as well as developing new tech-
niques for this purpose, we have developed theTemporal Text Mining (TTM) Testbench
tool. The TTM Testbench is a user-friendly application thatprovides powerful operators
for rule mining in temporal document collections, as well asproviding extensibility for
other text mining techniques.

The TTM Testbench consists of two applications: one for converting a document
collection into the TTM format (essentially XML files containing the text and addi-
tional metadata), and one for performing the actual mining (which in general will be
performed a number of times for each document collection, with different operations
and parameters). A number of operations are available in theTTM Testbench, each
essentially working as part of a filtering/operator pipeline. Examples of operators in-
cludeExtractTerms, RemoveStopWords, FilterTerms , ExtractConceptsandFITI .
Text mining on a collection is performed by choosing which operations should be per-
formed, and let the system perform the selected operations and present the final result.
The result of a rule mining process is a number of rules, for example:



Fig. 1. Screenshot of TTM Testbench after performing operations ona document collection

Rule Sup Conf Sim

((’attack’ , 0) (’profits’ , 1))→(’bush’ , 2) 0.11 1.0 0.3
... ... ... ...

The above rule says that if the wordattackappears in a document version one day, and
the wordprofitsthe day after, there is a high probability that the wordbushwill appear
the third day (this is an actual example from mining a collection of Financial Times web
pages). The last three columns give thesupport, confidence, andsemantic similarity(to
be described in more detail in Section 5.1) for the rule. Fig.1 shows the TTM Testbench
and the results after each text refinement operation, using the semantic operators which
will be described in more detail below.

4 Semantic-Based Pre-Processing

Performing the mining based on words extracted and refined asdescribed in Section 3
did not achieve the desired quality. Factors contributing to the problem include those
described above, i.e., feature dimensionality (i.e., vocabulary size) and feature sparsity,
but also semantic aspects like synonyms (words having same or almost same meaning)
and homonyms (words with same spelling but different meaning).

Considering semantics in the pre-processing phase could reduce the problems with
synonyms and homonyms. In addition, by employingconceptsinstead of words in the
rule mining process the dimensionality can be reduced, in addition to giving rules not



found when not considering semantics. This is typically words that each have a low fre-
quency but when represented as a common concepts could be important. An example
is the conceptvehicleused instead of the wordsbike carand lorry. This considerably
reduces dimensionality, in addition to giving rules containing these words higher sup-
port, and in that way increasing the probability that they will be found by the user, or
detected automatically by the system.

We will in the following describe how semantic-based pre-processing and how it is
integrated into the TTM Testbench. Note that we only consider semantics in the pre-
and post-processing, while the mining is performed on semantic concepts in the same
way as mining previously was performed on words.

The aim of the semantic-based pre-processing is twofold: find collocations (se-
quence of words or terms that occur together, for exampleoil price) and extract concepts
(from single words or collocations). As will be described, this is performed in a mul-
tistep process involving: 1) part-of-speech tagging, 2) collocation extraction, 3) word-
sense disambiguation (WSD), and 4) concept extraction.

For WSD and concept extraction we employ WordNet,2 which essentially provides
us with words and semantic relationships (for example hypernyms) between the words,
andsynset, which are words considered semantically equivalent (synonyms). For each
word sense there is also a short description (gloss).

4.1 Part-Of-Speech Tagging

Some word classes are more important than other in the miningprocess. In order to
keep the number of participating terms as low as possible, itmight be useful to filter
out terms from only one or a few word classes from the text, forexample nouns and
adjectives. This can be performed bypart-of-speech tagging. TTM Testbench uses the
Stanford Log-linear Part-Of-Speech Tagger3 to tag the document collection. This tagger
uses a Maximum Entropy model, similar to stochastic tagging[19].

After the texts in the document collection are tagged, the operation extracts words
tagged with one of a set of user-specified part-of-speech tags. Available tags include
nouns, proper nouns and proper noun groups, verbs, adjectives, numbers and adverbs.

4.2 Collocation Extraction

A collocation is an expression consisting of two or more words that corresponds to
some conventional way of saying things [14], for exampleweapon of mass destruction
or car bomb. Collocations are common in natural languages, and a word can not be
classified only on the basis of its meaning, sometimes co-occurrence with other words
may alter the meaning dramatically.

The task of finding collocations is essentially to determinesequences of words or
terms which co-occur more often than would be expected by chance. Hypothesis testing
can be used to assess whether this is the case. In our work, thechi-square (X 2) test
has been used. When a noun occur together with another noun inthe text they are

2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
3 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml



collocation candidates, and the chi-square test is used to determine of they should be
considered as a collocation.

4.3 Word-Sense Disambiguation

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the process of examiningword tokens in a text
and specify exactly which sense of each word is being used. Asan example, consider the
word bank, and two of its distinct senses: 1) a financial institution and 2) sloping land.
When this word occur in a text, it is usually obvious for a human which of the senses of
bankthat is used, but creating robust algorithms for computers to automatically perform
this task or more difficult.

In the TTM Testbench we employ the Lesk and adapted Lesk algorithms for WSD [1,
12]. Using these algorithms, the process of WSD consists of two steps: 1) find all possi-
ble senses for all the relevant words in a text, and 2) assign each word its correct sense.
The first step is straightforward and accomplished by retrieving the possible senses from
WordNet. The second step is accomplished by matching the context of the word in the
document with the description of the senses in WordNet (glosses). Because the dictio-
nary glosses tend to be fairly short, and may thus provide an insufficient vocabulary for
fine-grained distinctions in relatedness,extended gloss overlapsis used to overcome
the problem of too short glosses [1]. To create the extended gloss in the adapted Lesk
algorithm, the algorithm uses the glosses of related words in WordNet (for example
hypernyms, hyponyms, meronyms and holonyms for nouns, and hypernyms and tro-
ponyms for verbs).

4.4 Concept Extraction

Aiming at improving quality as well as reducing number of items in the mining process,
terms are transformed into concept-level document features. This is done by utilizing
the hierarchical structure of WordNet. Note that the concept extraction operation is
dependent on WSD, since a word may have different senses, andthese are linked to
different synsets. The operation has three methods for finding concepts in a document.
These are described in the following.

First, WordNet contains a relation calledcategory. This relation links a synset to a
higher-level category, where the category is represented by another synset. An example
of this is thatbasic trainingis linked to the categorymilitary. By exploring this relation
for each disambiguated word, it is possible to extract a set of categories which are
descriptive of the contents of a document. Note however thatonly a limited set of the
synsets in WordNet are linked to a category.

The second method of finding concepts in a document is based onfinding common
parent synsets of the words in the document. This is performed for each combination
of disambiguated nouns in the texts. If the distance betweenthe two words is below or
equal to a user-specified threshold, the common parent synset is extracted as a concept.
As an example of this, consider a part of the WordNet hierarchy, whereyenandeuro
hasmonetary unitas a common ancestor, but whileeurois direct child ofmonetary unit
, yenis child ofJapanese monetary unitwhich is child ofmonetary unit. Depending on
the distance threshold, this may be extracted as a concept.



Finally, if no concepts was found using the two methods presented above, the user
can specify that the parent node(s) of a word is to be extracted in addition to the word.
This is found using the hypernym-relation. Recall the figureabove, if onlyeuro is
present in document,monetary unitcan be extracted. This method may however re-
sult in very high feature dimensionality, and increase the complexity in the rule mining
process.

In addition, this concept extraction operation tries to resolve the problem of syn-
onyms in the text. This is done by replacing disambiguated words with the two first
words in the synset it belongs to. The reason for using two words instead of only one,
is that this may lead to more meaningful terms. For example, if the wordautois present
in a document, and it belongs to the synset{car, auto, automobile, machine, motorcar},
then auto is replaced with the termcar/auto. All words in the document collection
which belong to this synset will therefore be represented bythis term.

5 Post-Processing

In general, the number of rules from rule mining of text will be very high. In order to
reduce this to an amount that can be useful for a user, in the post-processing phase the
most interesting rules are selected based on ranking the rules on some interestingness
measure(s). Although the traditional support and confidence measures can be employed,
these will often have less value in our context. For example,when mining temporal text
databases, many interesting rules are rare, i.e., have a lowsupport. We have studied the
use of two other techniques that could have potential in our context. The measures are
based on 1) semantic distance and 2) clustering.

5.1 Semantic Similarity

Words present in an association rule and that are close together (semantically related) in
a knowledge hierarchy like WordNet, are more likely to be known by the user already.
Therefore, rules where the words are less semantically related, can be considered more
interesting [2].

The semantic similarity can then be used to rank the association rules. The higher
the score, the more semantically similar the words in the antecedent and the consequent
of the rule are. The rules with the lowest scores can therefore be considered interesting.

In order to calculate semantic distance we use theJCn Measure[9]. This measure is
based on information content, defined in as the negative log likelihood of encountering
an instance of the concept, i.e.:

IC(c) = −log(
freq(c)

N
)

wherefreq(c) is the frequency of the concept, andN is the number of concepts in
the corpus. The similarity measure of two concepts, c1 and c2, is then defined by the
following formula, where c is the most specific concept in common between c1 and
c2 (for example, the most specific concept in common betweendesktop computerand
portable computercould bepersonal computer):



sim(c1, c2) = IC(c1) + IC(c2) − 2 ∗ IC(c)

This measure is calculated after the association rules havebeen mined. The score of
an association rule is calculated as the average semantic similarity between the words
in the antecedent and the consequent of the rule. However, note that it is only possible
to calculate semantic similarity with disambiguated nounsor collocations which are
present in WordNet. This is because the similarity is calculated between synsets, and
the sense is needed to know which synset a word is present in.

5.2 Clustering

Many association rules can be said to display commonsense, for examplehammer⇒nail.
Hammer⇒shampooon the other hand, is more interesting because hammer has little
relation with shampoo, they can be said to be dissimilar. With this in mind, dissimilarity
between the items can be used to judge the interestingness ofa pattern. Based on the
approach for structured data presented by Zhao et al. [21] wehave experimented with
clustering to measure the dissimilarity between items in anassociation rule.

In the first step of clustering-based rule selection, the document collection is clus-
tered so that documents are grouped together according to their contents. Then, given
an association rule A⇒B where A is in clusterCA and B is inCB, interestingness is
defined as the distance between the two clustersCA andCB :

Interestingness(A ⇒ B) = Dist(CA, CB)

If the antecedent or consequent consists of more than one item, interestingness is de-
fined as the minimal distance between clusters of antecedentand consequent. Finally,
only rules which have terms from different clusters in the antecedent and the consequent
are presented to the user.

6 Experiments And Results

This section presents some of the results from applying semantics in the rule mining.
The experiments have been performed using the TTM Testbench, extracting colloca-
tions and concepts as described above, resulting in association rules that span across
texts with different timestamps.

Filtering and weighting (cf. Section 3.2) have not be employed, since the IDF part of
TF-IDF dampens the weight of terms which appear in many documents. This may not
be always be desired, since association rules containing frequent terms in some cases
can be interesting.

A number of document collections based on web newspapers have been used in
the experiments. Each document collection have been created by downloading the web
page once a day. Due to space constraints we will in this paperonly report from the
use of a collection based on Financial Times pages. Mining the other collections gave
similar results. Due to limitations on the FITI implementation where the memory usage



increases with document collection size, we have in the reported results used a relatively
small collection consisting of only 107 documents.

The parameters for the operations are as follows:

– Collocation extraction: Only verbs and adjectives are extracted in addition to col-
locations and single-word nouns.

– Word sense disambiguation: The adapted Lesk algorithm is used with context size
of 6 words, and verbs and adjectives are not kept after the disambiguation process.

– Concept extraction: We set the maximum distance in the WordNet hierarchy to 5
(this includes the words themselves), parent nodes of wordswith no concepts are
not added, and original terms are not kept when a concept is found.

As a result, the following terms will be extracted from each document and used in the
rule mining process:

– Collocations.
– Proper nouns and proper noun groups.
– Common parents between terms in the same document.
– Categories.
– Disambiguated nouns with no common parent or category.
– Nouns which have not been disambiguated.

The parameter values for the FITI algorithm:

Parameter Value
Minimum support 0.1
Maximum support 0.5
Minimum confidence 0.5
Maximum confidence 1.0
Maxspan (time/days) 3
Max set size (terms in rule) 3

Unfortunately, experiments showed that determining interestingness based on clus-
tering did not work particularly well. As as result, we used only the semantic similarity
measure for rating rules (note that only rules containing atleast one disambiguated word
on each side of the rule will get a score).

6.1 Evaluation Criteria

Automatically deciding if a rule is interesting or not, is difficult, if not impossible. The
main focus in this project will be to see if the association rules and their items are
meaningful, and to study whether there is any difference between rules with a high
semantic similarity and rules with low semantic similarity; the idea is that rules with
low semantic similarity are more interesting than those with high similarity.



6.2 Results From Mining The Financial Times Collection

The result of this experiment was 56 rules (the complete set of rules is given in Table 1).
In Tables2-4, a subset of 15 rules are presented: The 5 first with no semantic similarity
(Table 2, keep in mind that it is not possible to calculate thesemantic similarity of rules
not containing any disambiguated terms, concepts or categories, these will therefore get
a semantic similarity of zero and thus appear first in the result set), the 5 with lowest
semantic similarity (Table 3), and the 5 with highest semantic similarity (Table 4). The
rule numbers in the rules presented for the individual experiments refer to their number
in the full result set.

The terms present in the rules will sometimes include the symbol #, this is used
to indicate the sense number of the term in WordNet. This can be used by the user
in a lookup in WordNet (for example, the user can determine whether the termmar-
ket/marketplacein rule 22 means a physical location in a city or the world of commer-
cial activity). Another symbol which may appear, is/nnp. This means that the term is a
proper noun. One aspect that becomes clear when inspecting the rules is that it is easier
to understand the meaning of the items when they are represented by two synonyms. As
an example, see rule 54. Here the itemdepositoryfinancial institution/bankis present.
Because a synonym is present, the rule is more meaningful than if for example only
bankwas present.

As the above show, many of the terms included in the rules are meaningful, and
the user can therefore make sense of the discovered rules. Whether semantic similarity
is able to distinguish between interesting and uninteresting rules or not, is difficult to
decide. The reason for this is that it is not entirely clear what an interesting association
rule would look like when mining for association rules in webnewspapers.

When looking at the rules from this experiment, it becomes apparent that rule num-
ber 33 (Table 5) may also be considered interesting. Consider for example that there
is an article discussing an event in China at time 0, then the next day a related article
appears where the US President is mentioned. Finally, at time 2 an article containing
military news which is related to the two previous articles appear. It is however difficult
to know whether these cases are related, or just coincidental. But it gives an indication
that it may in fact be possible to detect interesting temporal relationships between news
items from different versions of the front page of a web newspaper.

6.3 Summary

The experiments have shown that the main problem of mining textual association rules
from web newspapers is that it is difficult, if not impossible, to clearly see which rules
are interesting. However, the rules found using the new document feature extraction
operations can be said to make sense. Contributing to this isalso that synonyms are
added to words if available, and thushead/chiefis easier to understand than only the
wordhead.

When it comes to using semantic similarity for rating association rules, it is still an
open question whether this can lead to good results. The reason for this is that identify-
ing interesting rules is difficult, and it is therefore not possible to say if rules with low
semantic similarity are more interesting than rules with high similarity.



Rule# Rule Sup Conf SemSim
1 {(’europe/nnp’,0)}→ {(’market/marketplace#1’,1)} 0.16 0.52 0.0000
2 {(’china/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.21 0.54 0.0000
3 {(’russia/nnp’,0)}→{(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.12 0.54 0.0000
4 {(’iraq/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.10 0.52 0.0000
5 {(’uk/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.19 0.53 0.0000
6 {(’year#3’,0)}→ {(’china/nnp’,1)} 0.10 0.50 0.0000
7 {(’europe/nnp’,0)}→ {(’china/nnp’,1)} 0.16 0.52 0.0000
8 {(’year#3’,0)}→ {(’europe/nnp’,1)} 0.11 0.55 0.0000
9 {(’commercialenterprise/businessenterprise#2’,0)}→ {(’eu/nnp’,1)} 0.13 0.52 0.0000

10 {(’uk/nnp’,0)}→ {(’eu/nnp’,1)} 0.18 0.50 0.0000
11 {(’depositoryfinancial institution/bank#1’,0)}→ {(’eu/nnp’,2)} 0.13 0.52 0.0000
12 {(’russia/nnp’,0)}→{(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.14 0.62 0.0000
13 {(’iraq/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.11 0.57 0.0000
14 {(’sarkozy/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.13 0.56 0.0000
15 {(’uk/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.21 0.58 0.0000
16 {(’europe/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.18 0.58 0.0000
17 {(’russia/nnp’,0)}→{(’head/chief#4’,2)} 0.11 0.50 0.0000
18 {(’russia/nnp’,0)}→{(’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’,2)} 0.12 0.54 0.0000
19 {(’russia/nnp’,0)}→{(’head/chief#4’,1)} 0.11 0.50 0.0000
20 {(’eu/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.21 0.55 0.0000
21 {(’china/nnp’ ’market/marketplace#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.11 0.55 0.0593
22 {(’market/marketplace#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.23 0.59 0.0593
23 {(’market/marketplace#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.23 0.59 0.0593
24 {(’china/nnp’ ’market/marketplace#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.12 0.59 0.0593
25 {(’company#1’,0)}→ {(’market/marketplace#1’,2)} 0.15 0.50 0.0600
26 {(’investor#1’,1) (’uk/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.10 0.85 0.0600
27 {(’investor#1’ ’uk/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.12 0.72 0.0600
28 {(’investor#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.28 0.69 0.0600
29 {(’investor#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.22 0.55 0.0600
30 {(’investor#1’ ’uk/nnp’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.11 0.67 0.0600
31 {(’week/hebdomad#1’,0)}→{(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.11 0.52 0.0607
32 {(’investor#1’ ’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’ , 0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.14 0.83 0.0611
33 {(’china/nnp’,0) (’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’ , 1)} → {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.11 0.75 0.0622
34 {(’china/nnp’ ’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’ , 0)} → {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.11 0.71 0.0622
35 {(’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’ , 0)}→{(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.23 0.63 0.0622
36 {(’investor#1’ ’head/chief#4’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.12 0.72 0.0635
37 {(’conflict/struggle#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.10 0.65 0.0637
38 {(’year#3’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.11 0.55 0.0638
39 {(’head/chief#4’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.20 0.64 0.0670
40 {(’head/chief#4’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.17 0.55 0.0670
41 {(’commercialenterprise/businessenterprise#2’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.18 0.70 0.0674
42 {(’occupation/business#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.11 0.60 0.0703
43 {(’military/armedforces#1’,1) (’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’ , 0)} →{(’investor#1’,2)} 0.14 0.62 0.0735
44 {(’time#5’,0)}→{(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.11 0.60 0.0742
45 {(’time#5’,0)}→{(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.10 0.55 0.0742
46 {(’military/armedforces#1’,1) (’head/chief#4’,0)}→ {(’investor#1’,2)} 0.12 0.62 0.0784
47 {(’military/armedforces#1’ ’head/chief#4’,0)}→ {(’investor#1’,2)} 0.10 0.61 0.0784
48 {(’country/state#1’,0)}→ {(’investor#1’,2)} 0.12 0.62 0.0817
49 {(’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’ , 0)}→ {(’investor#1’,2)} 0.19 0.53 0.0870
50 {(’company#1’ ’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’ , 0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.13 0.74 0.0873
51 {(’company#1’ ’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’ , 0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.10 0.58 0.0873
52 {(’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’ ’head/chief#4’,0)}→ {(’investor#1’,2)} 0.11 0.71 0.0919
53 {(’head/chief#4’,0)}→ {(’investor#1’,2)} 0.17 0.55 0.0968
54 {(’depositoryfinancial institution/bank#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.13 0.52 0.0973
55 {(’company#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,2)} 0.16 0.53 0.1124
56 {(’company#1’,0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’,1)} 0.17 0.56 0.1124

Table 1.Complete Set Of Rules

Rule# Rule
1 {(’europe/nnp’, 0)}→ {(’market/marketplace#1’, 1)}
2 {(’china/nnp’, 0)}→ {(’military/armedforces#1’, 1)}
3 {(’russia/nnp’, 0)} → {(’military/armedforces#1’, 1)}
4 {(’iraq/nnp’, 0)} → {(’military/armedforces#1’, 1)}
5 {(’uk/nnp’, 0)} → {(’military/armedforces#1’, 1)}

Table 2.The 5 first rules with no semantic similarity

Rule# Rule
21 {(’china/nnp’ ’market/marketplace#1’, 0)} → {(’military/armedforces#1’, 1)}
22 {(’market/marketplace#1’, 0)} → {(’military/armedforces#1’, 2)}
23 {(’market/marketplace#1’, 0)} → {(’military/armedforces#1’, 1)}
24 {(’china/nnp’ ’market/marketplace#1’, 0)} → {(’military/armedforces#1’, 2)}
25 {(’company#1’, 0)} → {(’market/marketplace#1’, 2)}

Table 3.The 5 rules with the lowest semantic similarity



Rule# Rule
52 {(’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’ ’head/chief#4’, 0)}

→ {(’investor#1’, 2)}
53 {(’head/chief#4’, 0)} → {(’investor#1’, 2)}
54 {(’depositoryfinancial institution/bank#1’, 0)} → {(’military/armedforces#1’, 2)}
55 {(’company#1’, 0)} →{(’military/armedforces#1’, 2)}
56 {(’company#1’, 0)} →{(’military/armedforces#1’, 1)}

Table 4.The 5 rules with the highest semantic similarity

Rule# Rule
33 {(’china/nnp’, 0) (’presidentof the unitedstates/unitedstatespresident#1’, 1)}

→ {(’military/armedforces#1’, 2)}

Table 5.Potentially interesting rule

A problem that could affect the usefulness of semantic similarity, is the difficulty
of assigning the correct sense to a word. An evaluation of a number of random texts
from the document collection showed a precision of only about 35%, which is similar
to what has been reported in previous work [1]. In addition, in some cases it was not
possible to determine if the correct sense was assigned to a word. The reason for this is
that the senses in WordNet are very fine-grained, and it is difficult to spot the difference
(also reported by Hovy et al. [7]).

The implication of this problem to the results of this project, is that care must be
taken when looking at the association rules since some of theterms may be present
due to erroneous word sense disambiguation. However, many words which are disam-
biguated incorrectly will be filtered out during the rule mining process because their
support in the document collection as a whole is too low.

One of the problems with interestingness when mining for association rules in web
newspapers, is that what may seem like an interesting rule, really is a coincidence. Con-
sider for example the rule given in the problem description,namely{(’Bomb’, 0)} →
{(’Terror’, 1)}. At first glance, this rule may seem interesting. But after further inspec-
tion it may become clear that the news article containing theword ’terror’ is in no way
related to the article containing ’bomb’, instead it may relate to a totally different event
and the association rule is totally coincidental.

7 Conclusions And Further Work
In this paper we have extended the previous work on mining association rules in tempo-
ral document collections by performing mining based onsemanticsas well as studying
the impact of additional techniques for ranking of rules. Based on result from exper-
iments we have illustrated the usefulness of employing semantics in this context, and
shown that the impact of using semantic similarity for ranking rules is questionable at
best.

Future work will go in two directions: 1) further development of appropriate metrics
for rule quality, and 2) improvement of the actual rule mining, so that larger document
collections can be mined as well as reducing processing timefor smaller collections.
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